Welcome to Tuesday Morning Matinees for Adults!

Free Library of Northampton Township Autumn schedule runs September 19 – December 12. Films begin promptly at 10:00 am. Registration begins 2 weeks before each film and is available via our website, at the front desk, or by calling 215-357-3050 until 12 hours before show time. Snacks and bottled water are complimentary or you may bring your own. (Titles and dates are subject to change without notice)

We hope you’ll join us!

September 19 ~ 80 for Brady ~ Runtime 98 minutes
Rated PG13 for some suggestive references, drug content and brief strong language.

80 for Brady is based on a true story of four best friends determined to live life to the fullest! When a contest for four tickets to the Super Bowl is announced, they decide to enter so they can all go away on a weekend adventure to see their hero Tom Brady play! They experience a number of hilarious setbacks on their way but nothing dampens their enthusiasm! Legendary actresses Tomlin, Fonda, Moreno and Field, bring their A-game to make this wish-fulfillment, feel-good movie a lot of fun to watch.

TBD ~ Somewhere in Queens ~ POSTPONED! (Release Date Changed)
Rated R for language and some sexual material.

Leo and Angela Russo are a working-class Italian-American couple living in Queens, New York. Their son, Sticks, is a talented high school basketball player and Leo is determined to help him get a scholarship to a Division I college. However, Leo’s over-the-top efforts to promote Sticks’ career start to strain his relationship with his wife and son. As Sticks’ star rises, the Russo family must come to terms with the sacrifices that must be made in order to achieve their dreams.

October 3 ~ The Farewell ~ Runtime 100 minutes
Rated PG for some smoking, brief language and thematic material.

The Farewell follows the life of Chinese-American woman Billi and her emotional return to China. Discovering that her grandmother is terminally ill and unaware of the fact, Billi plans to host a family get-together under the guise of a fake wedding. Against her parents’ wishes, she travels back to China and soon finds herself on an emotional rollercoaster of revelation, humor, sorrow, and closure. (This film is spoken in Mandarin with English subtitles.)

October 17 ~ The Covenant ~ Runtime 123 minutes
Rated R for violence, language throughout and brief drug content.

In the war-torn country of Afghanistan, a young Afghan interpreter named Ahmed risks his life to save US Army Sergeant, John Kinley, after he is wounded in an ambush. Ahmed goes to Herculean lengths over treacherous terrain to save Kinley. Afterward, Kinley learns that Ahmed and his family were not given safe passage to America as promised. In an effort to repay the debt, he returns to the war zone to retrieve the family before the Taliban, having targeted them for Ahmed’s cooperation with the Americans, hunts them down first.

Flip the page for more showings!
October 31 ~ She Said ~ Runtime 129 minutes
Rated R for language and descriptions of sexual assault.

She Said offers a glimpse into the efforts behind the persistent investigative journalism that revealed the sexual abuse of actresses and subordinates by the rich and powerful men who ruled Hollywood. New York Times reporters Megan Twohey and Jodi Kantor broke one of the most important stories in a generation—a story that helped propel the #MeToo movement, shattered decades of silence around the subject of sexual assault in Hollywood and altered American culture forever.

November 14 ~ Whitney Houston: I Wanna Dance with Somebody ~ Runtime 146 minutes
Rated PG13 for some strong language, smoking, strong drug content and suggestive references.

An exuberant, emotional and oftentimes heartbreaking look at the life and legend of American singer Whitney Houston, one of the greatest R&B vocalists of all time. Follow her journey from being a relative unknown to one of the most recognizable voices in the history of music as well as a cultural icon and actress. This is a celebration of her too-short, spectacular career but doesn't ignore the challenging and sometimes dark aspects of her life.

November 28 ~ The Secret Life of Walter Mitty ~ Runtime 114 minutes
Rated PG for language, action/violence and some crude comments.

Walter Mitty is a daydreamer who escapes his humdrum life through his wild imagination. Most people who know him think of him as odd, but this is how he deals with the disappointment that his life is nothing extraordinary. Walter is about to learn the difference between dreaming about amazing feats of derring-do and actually living them when he is sent on a true adventure of his own.

December 12 ~ To Be Determined

~ If Released in Time, “Somewhere in Queens.”
Watch for updates!